Support of the Perimeter
Carrier strikes of 6. Aug. 1950

Nautical miles

Perimeter

8. PHILIPSE BRIDGE strike
4 AD Troops

Kumchon

5 AD Troops

Song jo

6 AD Supply dumps Troops

Namwon

7 AD Bridge

Kochang

4 F4U + 6 F4U

Kunsan

Troops

Chonju

5 AD Bridge

Koryong

7 AD Trucks Troops

Kwangju

6 F4U Bridges

Namjin

12 F4U Troops

Chulpo

TSUSHIMA

Taechon

Mokpo

Kong

Kwangju

Hapdong

Suchon

Namjin

Chindong

100 JOE

Pusan
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